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respectives on the sikh tradition - dr. hari ram gupta, ph.d., dtt., retired professor and head of the department of
history, panjab university, chandigarh. author of thirteen research volumes on the sikhs and punjab and a large
number of papers and monograms. dr. gandasingh, ph. d., dtt., well-known sikh historian and research scholar.
author of more than 50 books and over ... j.s. grewal on sikh history, historiography and recent debates - j.s.
grewal on sikh history, historiography and recent debates indu banga ... on Ã¢Â€Â˜j.d. cunningham and his
british predecessors on the sikhsÃ¢Â€Â™ had been ... cunninghamÃ¢Â€Â™s history of the sikhs. its publication
ironically coincided with annexation in 1849. decried in the official circles for its criticism of the british history
of the sikhs - teacherworld - history of the sikhs history of the sikhs por hari ram gupta fue vendido por eur
247,98. el libro publicado por munshiram manoharlal publishers. foreword - sikh youth camp focussed on sikh
history and ... - foreword . it is a privilege to present this monumental work on sikh religion and history,
completed with the co- ... about sikhs and sikhism in world books and other media. in fact, this book is a
mini-encyclopaedia and ... other crucial periods in the history of sikhs are breifly covered by authorities on the
respective periods. brief history of sikh misls - raj karega khalsa - where as a lone sikh is just a sikh. five sikhs
together is deemed to have the presence of the lord.** these views ... brief history of sikh misls 7 8 brief history of
sikh misls singh who converted ram raoni into ramgarh.) 5. nakaÃƒÂ®  (bhÃƒÂ¢i hÃƒÂ®rÃƒÂ¢ singh,
nathÃƒÂ¢ singh) 6. year age name of the book author venue - hemkunt2 - 19-25 history of the sikhs- misal
period hari ram gupta 7-9 the essence of sikhism-5; guru ram das t. k. anand ... 19-25 history of the sikhs, vol-v;
maharaja ranjit singh hari ram gupta 6-8 learning the sikh way dr. gobind singh et al 9-10 bed times stories#1,
guru gobind singh santokh singh jagdev ... year age name of the book author venue 9 ... history of the sikhssikh
domination of the mughal empire ... - mughal empire, 1764 1803 (history of the sikhs) [hari ram gupta] on
amazoncom *free* shipping on qualifying offers skip to main content from the community try prime books go
search en hello, sign in account & lists sign in account . questions and answers on sikh history - hari singh questions and answers on sikh history compiled by: gurdeep singh (maryland, usa) ... usa) Ã¢Â€Â¢ name the ten
gurus of the sikhs in the right order guru nanak dev ji (1469 - 1539) guru angad dev ji (1504 - 1552) guru amardas
ji (1479 - 1574) guru ramdas ji (1534 - 1581) ... nanak dev ji's older sister & bhai jai ram was her husband.
Ã¢Â€Â¢ name the ... historical background - shodhganga - historical background the futuhat-namah-i-samadi
deals with the history of the sikhs during the period after aurangzebÃ¢Â€ÂŸs death. the sikh movement had
played a very prominent role ... hari ram gupta, history of the sikhs, vol.ii (1708-1769), munshiram manoharlal
publishers pvt. namdhari sikhs of punjab: historical profile - namdhari sikhs of punjab: historical profile
joginder singh ... the period of namdhari gurus hari singh (1872-1906) and partap singh (1906 ... several articles,
took a fresh look at the history of the namdhari sikhs since the inception of their movement. this essay
summarizes the following
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